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NEW MBTROD OF DETERMINING THE POLAR CURVE

OP AN AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT*

By B. N, Yegorov

SUMMARY

A fundamental defect of existing methods for the deter- ‘
mination of the pozar of an airplane in flight is the im+
-possibility of obtaining the thrust or the resistance of the
propeller for any type airplane with any type engine. The
new method is based on the premise that for zero propeller
thrust the moan angle of attack of the bla,dc is approximately
the Saine for all propellers if this angle is reckoned from
the aerodynamic chord of the profile section. This angle wo,s
determinocl from flight tests. Knowing the mean angle of the
bl[~de setting the anglo o.f attack of the propeller bl(ade at
zero thrust can be found and the propeller speed in glidin~
obtained. The experimental check of the new method carri.?d
out on sev;:ral airplanes gave positivo results, The basic
assumptions for the construction of the polars and. the mcth.od
Of aila].yzing the flight data are given.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of the polar of an airplane in flight
under the gliding condition may be determined with a blocked
or rotating propeller ,(”reference l.)P In order to obtain the
polar of the airplane &or zero propeller thrust it is notes-+
sary to exclude the thrust or the propeller drag, For this
several methods are available all of which, however, possoss
some d,efcct or anothcra A glide with -propeller blockod is
possible only for a very small number of airplanes due to
the difficulty or impossibility of stopping and cutting out
t,he,ongin,c.,i,n.flig~to A,glide with rot,ating propeller may>.
be carried out with the zero thrust indicator but then a
neccss.ary condition is the presence of a sufficient clear
space at the crankshaft of the engine or the reducing gear
shaft, This is not the case for all engines, A ~lidc may
—--..——————.--——y--— .....-—.-q—.—— .---..—.—.—-——...-—-.
*Ro~oTt lioe”418t of the Celltri;.~4sr%H:r[lr~~dyl~:inical Institiutc$
MOSCOW, 1939.
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be cas?riod out,. assuming for the propeller values of
A “ (“=V/2n)-ttiken from wind tunnel tests on---apropeller
series. ?3y this method large errors may be obtained since
the data of i~:odeltests on propellers in the wind tunnel
disagree in most cases with the flight datn,. At times.$ in.
order to determine the polars$ the method of integrntin’g
the pressures is applied.+ This method has many defects.,
P~.rticular~Ly the need fOr a large nurnher of preliminary
wind-tunnel tests,. A glide with the hub dyn?%~OmOtOr can
finally he effected but Up to the present time no suitable
design for mce,suring the propeller thrust has been worked
out.,

From what has already been said it follows ‘that tho
avail,ablc methods are not entirely satisfactory for deter-
mining tho polar of an

1. ~lJNDJ.NE~!TJ&L

Consider the work

~.irplnne in flight.

J’~SSUMJ?TIONSOF THE NEW itiBTHOD

of an element of tho propeller blade
for zaro thrusts ‘ It is then possible to negiect the addi-
tional axial and rotational velocities r.rising from the
propeller slipstream? The velocity trianf;l~ in the plane
of the propel].cr (fig, 1) ~:~il~then consist of t]le axial
Voloc?ty v, cqunl to the flight velocity, t!lo rotational
velocity of the el~]~ent ~-t ,nnd the resultant of these 17●
The latter forr~s with an element of the blndc tho angle of”
attack a ~.lldis inclined B“ with the plane of iotatio~k
The blade elo]~ent is acted on by the lift force Cys pIf$~/2
and tho drng force Cys p@/2 directed both perpendicular
and paro.11.el to the velocity W$ rcs:pectivcly.. The differ-
ence in the projection of these forces on the direction of
the velocit~ V gives the thrust of the blade elenent..
llvidently for zero thrust of the blr.de ole~ie:.lt the equ{.~tioll
is true.:

,>.
or “

Cy-- tan $
Cx (1)

,.



On. the other hand., from the velocity trinriglc there
.,

wherel h is the advance ratio of tho propeller and
is the noildir~ensioniilradius of the blade section,

From fornulas (1) and (2) there is obtained

.54 .-.?-

is

(2)

Y= r/R

(3)

Jt is seen, from the above fornula, thnt for n given radius
r for zero thrust for the same vnlues of ~ the .efficicncy
of til{~blade section is the sai;ie,independent of the shape
of the profile or of the thickness and pitch. Moreover it
follows frorilformula (3) that the efficiency of the various
blade i?lenozlts of the saa~ propeller varies inversely pr~
portional to F and is equal to 2*F? A/n at ; = 0.4,
Rcnembcring that the value of A for present day propellers,
with account taken of the increase in velocity of tho air-
plallc, :JC,Yvary within the limits of 1 to m it nny be as-
suucd tilrwtthe efficiency at the blade tip varies fro;:l1/11
to 1 and :Lt 7= 0.4 frOi:,2~5/n tO 2.5* Thus , for a thrust
equ~.1 to zero, the efficiency of the blade scctidns in the
uost divergent cases ~lay vary within the s],la.11linits frcw
l/n to 2*50 CO1lsidcring the wind tunnel tests of vari(Jus
profiles it L~ay be seen that for such snail values of the
cff’icicncy for profiles with equal values of cy/cx the
angles of attack aro apprcxiuately’ equal if they aro rcc.k~
on.ed fro~l the aerodynani,”c chord of the section, By the
latter the chord parall~l tc the direction of the velocity
is ueant for which the lift of the section is equal to”zero.
The effective blr.de sections aro those lying a.t the radii
fron F = 0.3 - 0,4 to % s 1,0,
blade

At srzaller raclii the
:oither is entirely ineffective or only slightly ef-

fective.

. ,,.
i~s h;:.s” alia~ady bhcn said, f~r. a given Vs,lue of h the

efficiency of the various elements for zero thrust varies
inversely pro~ortional to Y, The ~can vnlue of the effi-
ciency will be possessed by the blade ,section at radius
Y= 0,65 - 0.7. I?ron a prolininary check on the basis of
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win-dqtunn-el tests -.onuvarious series of propellers the con+
elusion was reached that the propelle-i”bl”ade maybe repladed
hy a blade of the same section having a single blade setti.n~
and angle of attack., This section may be taken at the radius
-F = 0.,67,,

Thus, on the basis of elementary considerations the
fozlowing proposition was derived which is ‘the underlyin~
lasis of the new method, .~lU2Q12Q Q.!$4Q Q a~a:k .@ t&2
~x.QxmllQz llad~ Q.t 3QQ’ss@4QQ Q$ Q@Q.s ~ = L63, 2ZZ .q.YXS
Q.x.us4 .4.sconstant Q2x QA4 ~~.g~ell~rs Q?z .S.~u2&.Y.22.U32EQl L.-.-—------
In othar words

..—-.
A ~ coustant for different propellers’,

u = constant (4)

whore a is the mean angle of ntt.nck of the blade at radius
?= 0.6’7, this nnglc being computed from the aerodynamic
chord of the sections

Thus for A = consta.nt,write

where ‘co is the mean setting of the blade n.t radius
i?= 0,6+, @ iS the mean antqlc of approach of tile flow at
the same radius (fig, 1) and aa is the angle between thti
aerody?.l:~,vicchord of the blrl.(iesection r>t radius F = OeG’?
and the ;eomctric chord from which the blade setting q is
recko,ncd,

Formulas (4) and (5) are true only for ~ = constnnt.
As has a~lready been shown’ above, on the basis of formula (s)
the efficiency of the section at radius Y = 0$67. varies
from zero to approxim~.tel.y 1,5 for a change in A frou O
to 3,,0, ~~.us for the same series of propellers which differ
only. in the v~.rious pitches the mean angles of attack should
be difforcnt for different values of A at zero thrust.
Sinco the efficiency of the blad~ section at ~ = 0,67 va.~ies
slightly for the rather..cons$.dorable change in A from O to
Z@O tht~ chr. nge in the mean angles of” atta’ck ‘should likewise
he slicht, Analysis of wind tunnel tests on various profiles
showed that with v?,riatiou’ in the section efficiency from
zero to I*5 the angles of attack change approximately by 0,,6°c
For this reason it may be approximately assumed that the
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change in the moan anglo of attack for varying k is given
: %y-the foil-owing. relation ,,.,,.... .,. ... .,,

Act ~ 0.2A (6)

Thus formulas (3) and (5) may be gonernlized by taking ac-
count of the change in a~gle of attack with A. Then

The shove formula may be applied to all propellers,

!l?hoabove conclusion may now %e formulated as follows.
~T& E&g.,q~gg~g of attack of the pg~llcr blade at radius-- ——.- .- .—
F= 0A6~ Q zero thrust is the same for 0,11~~~~ellers

—— -..x- -- —-----
.—- . -—.- —--— -- -—. --—- -— --- ---—.-. ●

All that has been said above applies to isolated prb
pellers, The above results are extended to propellers
mounted on the airplane. The propeller mounted on the air-
plane gi-ves an additional drag to the parts of the air-
plane located in the propellor slipstream, As is known,
this additional drag arises from tho increased pressure and
from the incroasod flow velocity behind the propeller as
comparecl with the flight velocity? Under gliding conditions
of the airplane, when the propeller thrust is equal to zero,
the velocity of the flow behind the propcllr;r should not
differ from the flight velocity. I?or this reason there
should be no increaso in the drag of the airplane. Tha
additional drag duo to the increase in prcssuro in the pro.-
peller slipstream may be expressed as follows (seo “refer+
ences 3 and 4)i ,.

,.
R=hP

where ..

R compressive force on the nose por”tion of the fuselage
or on other parts of the airplane located directly
behind the propeller

‘..,:.,q. ,,,..,..-,....: ,.,. .,, , ., ,., ,.-.,.,.,,-.,.. ,-...-, ,.
h, coefficient depending on the reduction in the flight

Vc?locity %y th~ lody

P propeller thrust

1 —, ,,-, ., ..! ,—,. . . . . . .—-
—
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Evidently for P = Ot R is also zero. Hence for zero thrustr..,..
th’e’p’ro~eller -has no effect .on the, airp.lan.q..,=,_

The effect of the airplane on the propeller is now
considered.. This effect S!1OWS up in tho change in the
axial velocities of the air flow in the propeller disk,
If V denotes the flight velocity and V’.. tho velocity
in ‘the plane of tho propeller then

v= V. (1 + 6) (8)

where g is a coefficient of incroasa equal in turn to
(rcfe~cnce 4)

h eoofficicnt deyendins on the reduction by the body of
the flight velocity in the plane of the propeller

B coefficient for the area swept out by the propellor

At’ zero thrust B = O and E = hO Therefore

v= Vo (1 4- 11) (Q?)

It is ~vidcnt that

A = A. (1+ h) (9)

To detorminu the.angle f3 between W and the plane of
rota,tion for the isolated propeller foz’mula (2) may bo used.
Evidently for the propeller mounted on the airplane this
formula becomes

he
tan (3.,= ~ (lo)

.!,,,..,,.,,..... rrr,,..,.. .,,.,, ,,,,.

whi;re AD is determined by formula (9),? Formula (7) becomes

a. ‘v - so + aa - ~a= constant (11)
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The previously .nentioned formula,.,..,.,,... should be applicable to
all p“ro:pellers ‘mounted on various...airplanes~, ,-The result
finally obtained may be formulated as follows: The mean
angle of attack of the propeller blade at radius ~ = O*6?
for zero thrust is constant for all propellers on all air-
planes, Knowing the mean angle of (attack of the blade a,
it is not difficult to determine the values of A for
glidiilg f’li.ghtsof the airplaue ,at zero thrust. YroOm formuln
(11) the nngle P. is detcrrnined:

On the ri@t side of the above formula all the terms are
known froillthe dimensioning of the propeller and experimental
data. r~]~enthere is determined ~o:

and A:

A = A. (1 -I-h) (14)

With k,hr>value of A known the flight velocity and t.ho
rotational speed of the propeller for gliding ,at zero thrust
are knownm Practical application of f;rmu].a,s (12) and (14)
will ’00 show;.1later!

2* EXPERIMENTAL CHECK 03’THE NHW”METHOD

The new method was worked out on the basis of elementary
considerations and for this reason it was necessary to subject
it to a complete experimental check. Moreover? it was possible
to determine the mean angle of attack of t,he -propeller blacle
a. only experimentally- The ex orimental check was to esta.b-

T)lish the correctness of formul:> 11 regarding the constancy
of tho recap.r.ngle of. attack of the blade and the agreement
between t.hc polars obt,ainet by the new and old methods. ~~Since
the results obtained r~fcr to pro-pollers of different shapes
with different profiles and mounted on different airplanes
the test WO,S undertaken for several types of airplanes with
differcilt propellers.

Imllm -... ..,,—. . . . . . . .



,..,,. ,. .,_.,, TQ .chc.ck th,o constancy of the mann nnglc of attack
of the propoll~r bl”a~le’’’flightswtiro under t:vkon-r~ith..the
object of ?.cternining tha coofficionts of fiffcctive thrust.
Th~ t~sts ~,,~ereconductol~ so ~as tO Obtai’n th~ valUOS Of the
offcctivo thrust coefficients for ~a large r,nn{;oof v[alucs
of A’ including the conditions nppronchin~$ the “zero thrust.
condition,. As is known, the effectivo thrust is cletcrninoc!
fron tho forr.iula

P= Q+Gsin6

where
.

P effective thrust of the propeller

Q drag of the airplane in gliding

G weight of the airplane
e

Cl flight path angle.

!l?husto determine the thrust coefficient it is necessary to
know the drag of the nirplane in gliding, or in other words,
the polar of the airplane. For this reason, on ,~ach airpla;~es
its polar in flight was determined with the tnid.of the z~jio
thrust indicator or in a glide with blocked prdpeller. For
illustration the values of the thrust coefficients expcri-
ment,ally obtainod are shown in figure 2 for tho lTorthrup
airplanec Sim5.lar curves were obtained for all propellers,
From tho curves a = f(~) the V:LIUeS Of A wore determined
for a = 0. With the values of A nnd the angles 9, CLa Y
and ACL known the values of the mean angles of ,attack of
the blade a. can be computed? The obtained results for
all propellers on all {airplanes tostcd arc given in tablo 1,

AS may be seen in table 1 seven airplanes and eleven
propellers in all were tested, The airplanes were of the
most diversified types and for this ree.son tho mutual int~r-
ferenc~ between pro~pcllero and airplanes Wc’.sd.iffere.nt,
This is indicated b~ the different values of the interference
coefficient h; the values of h varied from 0.015 to. 0,10

a,.gh.e’~p.repel.le,rs,..l.$,k4e.wisedif~ered frpy each other; some pr~,,.”.....
pollers were of largo blade thick;leds (w”&&d’)”-ZindSorntiof
small thickrless (xnetal)O The various blade sections were of
three types.? namely, Clark-Y~ RAN-6, and a type obtained from
RAF-6 %y increasing $ts thickness. The propellers had two-
and three-hl,nde,ss The tests thus embraced tho most diversified
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. airplanes and propellers.,.,.,,, As is seen in to.ble 1 the values
of the bl”ade “angles of attack were obtained near...each o?he?r,
The mean value. of the angle go was found to be 0.66~ The
maximum deviations from tne mean value of a. did not ex–
teed 0.150 Th& obtained scatter of the points is explained,

,, on one hands by a certain inaccuracy in the fundamental
assumptions and on”’the other by inaccuracy in the test it-
Self. The prob~.%le error in determining a. was ohtaincd
as Aao = 0.0750, Consider wh~.t systematic error in the
coefficient cx , may bo obtained tns a result of the error
Aao = 0.0’750. It is not difficult to show (figs 3) that to
an error in. the angle a. of 0Q0750 for propellers of the
usual” types there correspond the following errors in the
thrust coefficient:

For the three-blade propo~ler AcL = 0CO006

For the two-l)lade propeller Au = 0,0004

The error in the coefficient Cx of the airplane may
be computed by the formula

2AaD2Acx = _
?b2s

Evidently Acx will be greater the greater the value of D
and the smaller the vnlucs of s and he

Tor the present day high speed airplane with powerful
engines it is difficult to assume Less than 10 square meters.
for the wing area. The corre-spending propcllor diameter
does not exceed 3~0 meters (for the single engine airplane).
For multi-engine airplane propellers of larger diameter i.]ay
be oxpcctcd but there also is a corresponding increase in
the wing r.rcae For sport and trainer airplanes the wing
C?rea may bc less than ZO square netars but the din,meters of
the propellers are also considerably smaller than 3-Oq In
other words, it nay be assuned that for present day airplanes
the ratio D2/s will ilot bc l,argcr-thmn 0;90 The values cf

>’ A., for,.present ,~ay,airplanes usually cxcced 1.0 for zero
thrust, Only for low’’’ipe~ek’’k.!rplhnesdo’’the values of ~
lie’between 0,7and 0,8 but the ratio D2/ S is then consid-
erably less than 0q9t Thus if the assunod values are
D= 3,0 ~ctcrs~ s = 10 squaro geters,t and ~ = 1*O $,t ;.l~y
be s’aid thct such ccnbioati’on of va.luo$ gives the cxtrcnc



liniting value of the error.. Deternin’ing Ac~ for values>. . ..
of D,- ““s,” ;~nh A’ ‘for the t’hre~blade propeller .ther.eis
Obtairlecl:

2 X 0,.0006 X 9
Acx = -— = 0.-00108

io

and for the two-blade propeller:

Acx =
2 x 0.0004 x 9— = 0.00072

10

For a coefficient Cx of the entire airplane equal to .0~02
these, errors constitute for the three-blade propeller, 5,5
percent and for the two-blade propeller, 3s6 percent, In
practice it is clifficult to cxpoct such combination of values
Of D, SJ aild ~ which were assumed in thcso co~i~ut~tions

and the values of Acx should be less than thoso obtained.. ,
For the airplanes and propellers tested in the present investi-
gation t!le i~robable systeuntic errors ol)taineclwere the fol--
lowing;

iforthrup 2E airplane Acx = 0,00026
Biplane Acx = 0000016
Four-engine airplane Acx = o,0002
Two-engine airplane Acx = 0.00016

Thus it may be concluded that the probable systematic
error in the coefficient Cx of the airplane arising from
the error in determining the angle U. will not exceed 2

to, 3 percent, which of course, may be considered entirely
satisfactory since this error does not exceed the experimental
accuracy in determining the polar in flight,

A slight digression will proccde a comparison of the “
polars determined by tho new and old methods. In practicq,,
in determining the polars in flight by the new mothod,t it
is difficult to assume the values of A- J?or this purpose

P., ~~~“’M++is nccessar.y that .th.e.va,lueg,of velocity nnd rotztiona,l,.
speed of the engine and the value of the air” density should
be given very accurately.. , This is practically impossible
and deviations from the assuinod conditions although not
la.rgot are always possiblqq F~r this reason it is necessary

. . , -,,-,-, ,, ,.,,-.,, ,, ,,., , .,, ,..., ,.-... . . .
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to havo n method for making corrections on the deviations
fr”om””-the-”o,ssumed’conditions or a method of. tnking e:ccount
of the thrust or the drc.g of the rotnting propeller.

......,.. ..
with

this object the result obtained of the constancy Cf the
m ean “.nglo of attack of the blade of tho propeller Go for

all propellers and airplanes at zero thrust was extended to,
flight conditions near the zero thrust condition. It v3a.s
assumed here that some other mean angle of attack of the
blade corresponds to the deviation of A from the assumed
value for a nonzero thrust, depending on the value of the
propeller thrust* IWidently the propeller thrust depends
not only on the blade anglo of attack but also on other
factors, mainlyt the area of the blade, In other words,
for equal angles of attack of the blade the thrust will be’
greater for ,3propeller with greater tarca, In order to make’
the correction coefficient for the thrust’ or drag of the
propeller, independent of the blade area, it was decided to
introduce the valuo of the relntive thrust coefficient m~
in tho form

a
as

=—
is~

whoro a is the propeller thrust coefficient, i the number
of bl,adcs, ?.ncl al a. coefficient depending on the shape of
tho blade:

Sf
St =—

Da (16)

where sf is the developed area of the blade and D the ,
propeller diameter, Since the area of the blade is determined
by the formula

where

., ,, .,

(17)

the nondimensional width of the blade, therefore,

,,,. . .. .. .,, .,, .,,—,r=l.o. $, . ,,

I*1 ‘.sl 2
%d~

3=0, 15

(18)

.



The previously mentioned data may be formulated as follows:. .,,
!C”he’”’-correcti’on6’”-on”thesmall values. of the thrust or drag of
the propell~r are made on the basis of the ,o.ssumption that
for all propellers on all airplanes for equal mean angles of
attack of the blade a. the thrust coefficients us ,are
“equal~

The nbove assumption is approximate becauso the result,
with regar~ to the constancy .of tho mean angle of attack of
the bln,dc for zero thrust’, is, strictly sp~~king, ~pplic~ble

to’ propellers at zero thrust”, Moreoverg the propeller thrust
for equal angles of attack$ as has already been ‘said, d’epei~ds
not only on the blade area but on other factors as well, For
this reason discrepancies In the test results wore to be ex-
pected, the discrepancies being larger the more the thrust
diffcrod from zero. However, for small values of the thrust
coefficient these dis,crcpancios have practically no effect on
the polars o,nd~ as will be seen from what follows, the cor-
rections brood on the ,nbove assumptions arc entirely permissible.
To detcrrninc the corrections from the thrust coefficient curve
a = f(A) tho values of .tho thrust coefficient a were tr.kon
for various values of h. By formula (15) the values of as
were computed and by formula (11) tho values of the mean angle
of attack of the blade a. for given values of h; The Ob--
t~.ined Values us = f(ao) are given on figure 3:, The correc--
tion curve is drawn through the test points; From this curve
the corrections for the condition of,nonzcro thrust may bc
mado~ In place of the correction curve its equation may bc
used~

us = 001245ao - 0a0822 (19)

The test curvo showed thnt the curve of figure 3 or
formuln {19) may be used with sufficient rclinbilitye
ever,

How-
it is recommended that the values’ of a. be limited

between -4° ~,nd 5° because for values Of a. o~tsidc of
theso limits appreciable errors may be obt.ninod’ If the
v~,~ues of A in gliding are correctly assuned$ tho devia-
tions of the values of a from 0.660 do not exceed 1 to 2
percent-

.,,. .,, ,.. ,,., , ,,
The oxpcrincntal chock of the ~gro&ent”of the polars

,.., ,,

dcternined by the new netihod with. those obto,ined with ‘the aid
of the zero thrust indicator or with blocked propeller was
carried out on the airplanes listed in table 1P
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...-.

,.

Illu.s~rations of the data obtained on polars of .*WO
airplanes aregiven-but siinilar results in.agreement were
obtained on the remaining airplanes. The polar of a single–
engine biplane with water-cooled engine is given on figure 4.
This polar was obtained by the new method from a single flight.
The scatter of the test points does not exceed the scatter in
obtaining the polar by other methods. The polar of the same
airplane is given on figure 5 for three propellers: a two-
blade uetal propeller with diameter D = 3.1 meters and angular
setting q = 25Q50, the same propeller with angle cp = 21.!5°s
and a three-blade metal propeller with diameter D = 2.8 meters
with an,gle. q = 30,2°, The curve on figure 5 is the polar of
the same airplane that was obtained by the zero thrust iniiica-
tor. The scatter of the test points in the tests ~itb the
three-blade propeller was somewhat greater than for the other
propellers. This is qxplained by the fqct that for a three-
blade -propeller the given values of A were not suitable and
the values of the blade angles of attack a. lay outside the
above indicated limits (from -4° to 50). The same results are
Riven on figure 6 for the Northrup 2X airplane with propeller “
D = 2,95 meters and blade settings 25.8° and 17.8°. It is
seen from figures 5 and 6 that the agreement of the results
obtained by the new and old methods is good.

9!ho polars obtained by tho new method from individual
flights with various propellers mounted on the same single-
enginc biplane are given on figure 7* As is shown on fig-
ure 7 tho agreement of the polars obtained from the various
flights is good. The difference in the values of the coeffi-
cients Cx for equal values of the coefficients Cy does
not exceed the value 0,002 to 0,003 wilich is explained,
evidentl:~, by the accuracy of the test itself. From figure
8 on which the polar of the same airplane with two propellers
iS obtained from separate flights’ with the aid of the zero
thrust indicator, it is seen that the deviations between the
curves is of the same order as for figure 70 The polars ob-
tained from separate flights on the Northrup airplane with
two propellers are gi’ven on figure 9, These polars were o-b-
tained by the new method. On figure 9 the deviations between
the” curves is of the same order as was obtained for figures
7 and 8.

.,,.+<a,,- ,, .

Thus, the bxperi~~?’n~~-l’”crhe”okhas ~’hewn that the accuracy
of determining the polo,rs by the new method is not less than
the accuracy in determining by other methods. An additional
experimental co~firmqtic)n of the new method was obtained oii
still, another airplane not in~icated in table 1- On this
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,,. .airplan~, _duc,t,o the peculiar properties of the shaft bear-
ings of the :~dv.ct ion gear it w’as not lpos~ible to determine
the polar in flight with the aid of the zero thrust i~dicator,’
On this airFlarLe the polar in flight was determined by the
new method. The tests were conducted with two positioils Of
the blade ~1.nglesdiffering by 9°, Both pclars were in com-
plete agreement, a fact which is an indirect confirmation “of
the new method’,.

3, APPARATUS AND !i?XSTPROCEDURE

To d~tcrmine the polars in flight the following appar2-
tus must be used;

(1) A Velocity indicator with pitot tube

(2) A:l altimeter with double pointer or ~,ccuro,te
bsrograph, the accuracy of the measurements OS
the pressure drop by the barogrr.ph being not
less than OOF millimeters of mercury

(3) Ji tllermOlmeter for meosuring the temperature of the
outside air

(4) A thermometer for measuring the temperature of the
air in the cabin near the apparatus

(5) A sto~? watch

(6) A longitudinal inclinometer with wide base

(7) A tachometer or rotational speed indicator. The
tachometer should be sufficiently accurate aj.ldthe position
of the pointer stable, The reading accurncy should not be
less than 10 rpmq . .

If self-recorders are available part of the apparatus
may be replaced ’or duplicated. .

,. , All ;l.pparatas,shculd,fz_r,s,tb~,,caref~~lly calibrated, the
calibration of the speed iadicator, altimeter, and thermometers
being cari-ied out ‘over the temperaiurc railge within which the
flights are made, Moreover, the speed indicator or the syeed-
ograph with the ‘pitot tube should be” calibrated over e.meo.s-
ured kilometer, or better still, with the nid of an ~~aerole.gll
for measuring the velocity ill gliding under the conditions at
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which the test’ will.be conducted in determining the polarsa
I.n.pr.e.paringfor ,the,tests it is necessary to determine the
values of L. for the gliding conditions at “zero thrust. For
this purpose it is firs~ necessary to determine the blade
setting at the radius r = 0.67. With this object the pro-
peller should be dimensioned, If there are geometric data
available in the form of curves of the blade setting dis-
tribution and blade thickness and width distribution the
necessary dimensions may be taken from these curves. The
propeller blade setting at the radius ? = 0.6’7..is checked
for all blades. From the obtained results the mean arith-
metic value is taken. Simultaneously with measuring the
angles it is necessary to take the dimensions of the width
of the blade at ?7 0.15 to ?= 1,0. Moreover, at the
radius ?= ~.67 the thickness of the blade section should
be measured for determining afterward the angle of the aero-
dynamic chord with the geometric chord, Thus on the basis
of the geometric characteristics of the propeller there
should be obtained the following data: the blade setting at
radius ?= 0-67, the width and thickness of the blade sec-
tion at the &ame radius, and the width distribution of the
blade ‘from r = 0,15 to ~ = 1.0, Moreover, it is necessary
to know the sha,pe of the blade secti~n,

Having the shape of the section and relative secti~n
thickness c = 6/b at the radius 7 = 0.6’7 (c is the
relative thickness, 8 the thickness, and b the width of
the sectio,n) the angle between the aerodynamic and geometric
chords may be determined, This ~,ngle may be determined by
wind–tunnel tests on a series of propeller profiles, FOr this
purpose the value of the angle of attack of the section is “
taken from wind-tunnel tests at Cy = O (reference 5), More-
over, ahe angle between the aerodynamic chord and the geometric
chord ,may be determined, approximately, by a simple geometrical
construction (reference 5, ppe 111-113), On figures 10 and 11
are given the values of the angles a as a. function of the
thickness of the section for the mostawidely used sections
RAF-6 and Clark--Y, On these curves the angles aa are reckoned
from the chord passing through the flat lower side of the sec-
tion. By a geometric construction the an’gle aa is ~etermin.ed
in the following manner; The section at the radius r =:0,67
is.sketched and’ chord AB is drawn (fig, 12) connecting the
leading and trailing edges.,. The axial arc ACB is then drawn,
For this purpose draw the radii of curvature, bisect them
and draw the arc AC? through the centers of the seg~ents of
the radii of curvature, The maximum distance of the arc ACB
$rom the chord AB is denoted by f, The relative’ curvature “is
then equal to
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;=- 100 [$]
AB

and the angle Ua ‘in degrees is approximately equal to

It may be noted that in determining aa geometrically the
line connecting the front and. rear points of the profile is
taken for the chord of the secti~n. For this’ reason’ the
angle aa refers to this chord and in this case the blade
setting CP must alscy be measured from the same chord-

The angle Aa is determined by formula (6) but since
the value Of A before the flight is not known the angle
Aa may be approximately determin~d by the following formula

Aa ~ 0.2 h (20)

where h = m~tan~ is the relative pitch at radius ?= 0,67.
In determining Aa by formula (20) a large error is not made
which might affect the results. Thus all data for determin~ng
the angle 130 is obtaineti:

$0 = q--uo+aa-A~ (21)

where ac = O*66 is an experimental constant.

Further, A. and A are determined:

(22)

A = A. (1 + h) (23)

where T= 0.F7 ”-and h is the interference coefficient in
the propeller plane. The value of h is determined from
test data or by the approxi~a,te theory of the mutual inter-
ference between prop~ller and airplane (references 3, 4, and
5). On figures 13 to 19 tbe cturve”sof the coefficient h for
several cases of propeller rlountiing are given. On figures 13
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to 15 the cu,rves of h are given as a function of the ratio
f/F where f is the area of the middle section of the fuse-
lage and F the area swept by the propeller, Such curves are
also given in figures 16 to 19 for the cases where the engine
is mounted ahead of the w$ngs. On these curves the values of
h are given as a function of the sum f/F + e/D where f
is the area of the middle section of the engine nacelle, F
is the area swept by the propeller, e the maximum thickness
of the wing, and D the propeller diameter,. On all curves 5
denotes the relative radius of the ~oneffective part of the
blade (hub tii~dtip), Tf the airplane type on which the tests
are conducted differs from the tYpes shown in figures 13 to
19 it is necsssa~yl in determining h, to, refer. to the above–
mentioned original sources,

With the value of ~ for gliding known it is necessary
to assume a mean a~titude of flight, It is recommended to
conduct flights at altitudes 2000 tg 4000 meters since at
a lower altitude the atmosphere is usually not’ quiet, From
the mean flight altitude the value of the relative density
A is found from t~e standard atmosphere tables. Next assume
a series of valuzs of the velocities ‘ins read on the in-

strument correqt them by the calibration of the speed indica—
tor over the measured kilometer and obtain the value of the
indicated velocity ~, W$th vi known compute the true
veloeity ‘t r ~ Vi/~A and determine the rotational speed of

the propeller (or engine) by the formula

60 Vtr
n . -.——

3.6AD

where ‘tr is taken in kilometers per hour, D in meters,
and R in revolutions per minute? For geared engines the
reduction coefficient i’sused in order to obtain the speed
of the engine a,nd not of the propeller..

By computing the engine speed by the above method large
corrections may be obtained for the p?opeller thrust. This
is because the ~ieari flight altitude and the relative air
density from the standard atmosphere conditions are assumed.
In practice the temperature conditions at the given altitude
often differ froa the standard and, therefore, the relative
density values will differ from the given values, For this
r@ason it is r<?comfilendedth~t the mean altitude from the given
density be chosen, For this purpose the crew te.kes with them
in flight, a Previously prepared curve of dependence of flight
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altitude cn the temperature for a given value of the rela—
tive density A, This curve Nay be easily drawn by com-
puting, according to the formula:

PFAL
oe37!?

where p is the air pressure in millimeters of mercury and
T the temperature of the outside air, A series of values
of the outs+de air temperature near the standard temperature
fQr the givan value of the relative air density A is as-
sumed, The value of p is computed and by the staadard
atmosphere tables the value of the al$itude is found, The
value of the latter is plotted as a function of the temper-
ature, With the aid of this curve the pilot at the start
of the flight makes three or four level flights at altitudes
near the given altitude. At these altitudes the outside air
temperature is measured ,and the obtained values are laid off
for the different altitudes on a curve, The point of inters-
ection of the given altitude~temperature curve with the -
corresponding curve obtained in flight gives the flight al-
titude at which the air density coincides with th~ assumed
density, The curve II= f(T) should be prepared with ac-
count taken of the calibratj.on corrections of the altimeters
On the curve, in other wordsv it is necessary to give the
dependence of the indicated altitude on the temperature, It
is recommended to prepare similar curves and also values of
the rotational speed for two or three altitudes so as to
enable the crew to choose a flight altitude for quiet atmos-
pheric conditions.

It may be nQted that for a multiengined airplane with
different propellers it is necessary to assume the speed for
each propeller. If a variable-pitch propeller is mounted on
the airplane the polars must be determined for a single defi-
nite pitch for which all computations of A and. engine speed
must be made. The computation of all the data required for
determining the engine speed in glidiug is preferably oade
in the fol~owing order:

.,

(l)ql the blade setting at the radius ~ = 0.67, deter-
mined for measurement

(2) 6 blade thickness at radius ~ F 0,67
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(,3). b blade width at radius Y= 0,67,——.

(4). c =+ relative blade thickness ●

(5) a angle between the aerodynamic chord. and the
geometric chord of the section, determined by
wind tunnel tests or geometric constructions

(6) Aa determined by the formula

Aa = 0,2 h

where

(?) $0 angle between W and U:

Bo=9-~o+a.a-Aa

where

a. = 0.660

(9) h Coefficient of interference,, determined from
figures 13 to 19

(30) A = A. (l+h)

(11) EI~n~ given mean gliding altitude from the pilotls
alt$.meter reading

(12) H mean flight a,ltitude corrected for the calibration
of the apparatus

,...13)3,..,.P.pressu,r:e+.,.of.the .a$~,$.n?i$~l~geter. O: qerc,ury from
the standard atm,psph.ere ta%les corresponding to
the altitude II

(14) T absolute temperature of the air at altitude H

(15) A = Q,,379 ~
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All....,,.,...,

(1) ‘ins

(2) Vi

(3) ‘tr

(4) n

where i

(5) n ins

T?-lo
dit ions,

computations are tabuzated.
‘----

given values of the gliding velocity by the
pilot~s speed indicator

indicated velocity

true velocity ‘tr = ~if~~

engine speed in gliding for the corresponding
values of Vtr

= FO VtrII --.—- .
3*6Api

gear reduction factor of the engine

speed of the engine by the pilotts tachometer
corrected “by calibration

nins P n - Anins

polars are determine& for esta,31ished gliding con—
Taking an altitude 300 to 400 meters higher than

the chosen mean altitude, the pilot cuts down the gas and
establishes the given velocity and rotational speed by the
instruments. After the condition has been established the
readings can be started including either the self-recorders
or the visual apparatus. For a whole division of the scale
of the altimeter the observer sets the stop watch, records
the initial altitude of the glide, and reads the mean values
for the flight off the other instruments! Finally, for a
whole division of the altimeter scale, the stop watch is set
and a record of the final gliding altitude and the time of
the glide is made. In practice the time during which the
measurements are made should be about 40 to 70 seconds. The
number of fli’ghts should be about 12 to 15 and the flights
should be repeated on another day for checking since the
possible vertical currents may introduce a systematic error
in theresults. A good means for Excluding the effect of
vertical currents is the recorder of the flight path angles
(reference 6). Thus to obtain sufficient accuracy it is
necessary to make about 25 to 30 runs,
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4. FUNDAMEITTAL CONSIDERATIONS ON DETERMINING THE POLARS

For an established gliding condition the airplane is
acted upon by the following forces (fig, ~0): the weight of
the airplane G; the lift force Cy s pVd/2\ the drag force
cx s pVa/2; the propeller thrust PO

With the flight path and, the horizontal forming the
angle O aii5 the forces projected in the direction of motion
and perpendicular to it

CXs c ,= Gsin O+ PcOs(m+ ~)
2

Cys $ = G COS g– P sin (a + cp)

(24)

(25)

where a is the angle of attack and cp the angle ‘between
the longitudinal axis of the airplane and the propeller axis-
Since the angles a and cp are small, it may be assumed in
the case of gliding, that cos(a + Q).= 1. And since the
thrust in gliding is si[lall,it may be” assumed that
Equations (24) and (25) become:

Dividing both sides of these. equations by $ Pv2/~

2G s“in 13 2P--———‘x = + -Y= = c Ix + Acx
psvz psv~

2 G COS 6
CY

= —.—T—
psvd

where .

Psin(a+q)=O,

(26)

(27)

there is

(28)

(29)

‘,

1~––-—–- -—
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2G sinec1 = ———..
x

Psv=
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(30)

(31)

an added coefficient of the z,,irplanv drs~g due to the pro-
peller thrust. On th.e.basis of what has previously been
mentioned

where i 3s the numbem of propeller blades, .S1 the blade

area coefficient depending on the shape of the bl~,de, as
is the relative thrust coefficient. Thus to determine Cy

and. Cx of the r.irplane in gliding it is necessary to know
the weight of the airpl,ane, the angle which tb.e flight path
makes with the horizontal,and Acx, Moreover, for plotting
the angles of attack on the polar it is necessary to know
the angles of attack of the z.irplane a.. From the velocity
trian~le of figure 20 there is

sin f3- u
-T (33)

where u is the vertical velocity of the airpla,ne, deter–
mined by %hz pressure drop dp in time dt

11,1 d-p
u=-——

A dt
(34)

In practice in Gomputing the pressure drop by the altimeter
it is more convcn’ient to co~npute the vertical velocity by the
formula.!

where 111 and H. are th’e altiaeter readings” and AHI, AHa
the correspo~di~g~conrections from the c.allbrations of the

L
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altimeter T.m the mean true temperature in gliding and
“- T~~ th$ ‘standard” temperature at the same al-titude-.’ Know-

ing the angle of i~clination of the airplane to the hori- “
zontal there is

a“-Oo+YO (36)

The weight of the airplane during the glide may be
determined froW the weight of the airplane before and after
the flight and from the distribution of the fuel consumption
between the flights, The distribution of the fuel consump-
tion is coli,putedfr~rrithe time between flights and fro~ the
COnsUUiptiOIl di~ia of the engine. It is necessary to take
into account the fuel consuti,ption w,hsn the engine is running
on the ground, during the cliub to b given altitude, and
after czrrying out the last glide up to the stopping of the
engine, An inaccuracy in deterniinin~ the weight of the order
of 10 to 20 killogra~~s gives a neg~i~ible error, The deter-
rilinatiOn of Acx was discussed in section 3,

F* ANALYSIS OF THE TEST RESULTS

The form in which the data on the determination of the
polar fror, flight tests is presented is shown in table 2.
The data presented refer to the Y-2 airplatie. There are
first given the altimeter readings HI at the start of the
~li-de and Ha at the end of the glide and the corresponding
corrections for the altimeter calibration AH1 and AH2.
In column 6 the values of dH = HI – Ha + AH1 - AHa are
computed, In the next column the gliding tihes dt in
seconds are given, This is followed by the true temperature
of the outside air Tm and the standard temperature Tst
at the mean glid$ng altitude Hm = Ifl- dE/2 + AHz~ In
column 10 for the same altitude Hm are written the values
of p, the air pressure in willim~ters of mercury, In
column 19 the values of the vertical velocity calculated by
the formula are given,

. . .. . .. . . . .,, . ... !, ,..d~ .~m

-. ---u- dt !!!st

l?urth-i?r,the relative air density is determined by the
f ormula
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A = 0.379+
m

24

In column 1% the values of the vezocity by the speed indi–
cater Vin~ (km/hr.) are given, From the calibration of
the speed ind.1.oa.torover the wleasured kilometer the values
of the indicated velocities vi are obtained, These values
are corrected for the temperature of the air near the instru-
ment panel~’ For this purpose it is necessary to have the
calibration of tile speed indicator for various temperatures,
This calibration is carried out in the laboratory, From the
c?.~ibration’ curve for the value Of Vin~ the corrections for
the temperature in ths pilot~s cabin during the” flight for
measuring out the kilometer and for taking the pg~ar are ob-
tained, The difference of these corrections AVi iS added
to the readj.ngs Ti, Thus Vil = Vi + AV where

i ‘ia
is

the value of the indicated velocity vi corrected. for the
temperature calibration. From the corrected values ~Til
there are computed the true values

‘tr ‘viI/n, ‘“cO1umn

sin 9 = 3,6 —u-
‘tr

In columns 20 and 21 the values of G afid Cos 0 are
given,. The values of the weight G and the computed values
G sin 9 and Gcos Q are further” given. In columns 2~ and 26
Qy .and C!x are computed,

.

2GCOS e
c = .—
Y Posvi’~a

2 G sin 6
CIX =’—..--?

Pos~it

The readings of the tachometer and the corrected values of
the engine speed by the ta~hometer ca$ibratic)n are given in
columns 27 and 28, There the values A are computed:
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. . 60 Vtr‘A = ———
3.6 nDi

where
of A.

i is the reduction factor
are given in column 30:

of the engine. The values

ho “ —L--
l+h

where h is the interference coefficient computed
figures 13 to 19 The values of tan PO and 90
computed: 7

from
are then

tan

Au

Au,

$0 =

is c

= 0.

-i? 0.67.where Then ted

The values of the blade angle
in column 34.by the formula!

of attack a. are computed

a’o ‘v- + Uo - Au,

From figure 3
computed the
compu$ed A2

or f
value
and

or
s
A

as =
‘s fr

o
om

*1245
a,

ao
In

- o*
Colu

0822
.mns 36

there are
and 37 are

as
-.
Az

Acx

where .1 is the number of blades, a coefficient depend-
ing on the shape of the blade. It m~~, be noted that for, m“ulti-
engine airplanes it is necessary to compute Acx separately I
?Or each propeller and combine their sum with Ctx in order
to obtain Cx for the entire airplane, ~n column 38 are
computed the values of Cx of the entire airplane;
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TO measure the angles of attack it is necessary,, from the
readings of the inclinometer ‘Y in millimeters (column 39)

~ and the calibration of the inclinometer, to write down the
values of the slope angle Y of the airplane.. Knowing the
values of 8 (column 20) and Y (column 40) the values of
the angle of attack of the airplane a are computed: .,

0
a = 00 + Y“

In computing the an~les of attack it is necessary to take
intQ account the angle between the wing cho~d and. the &iir-
plane axis since the angles of inclination of the airplane
ade generally measured from the airplane axis, The obtained
values of Cy and Cx are plotted in the form of curves

CY
= f(u”), Cx = f(a”), and

CY
= f(cx),

Translation by So Reissq
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TABLE l,- SHOWS THAT THE ANGLE (ZO, THE AVERAGE ANGLE OF
ATTACK OF THE BLADE AT ZERO THRUST, IS APPROXIMATELY

THE SAME FOR VARIQUS PROPELLERS AND AIRPLANES

Airplane
—— .-=.———
1. Northrup 2E~ .

single engine
monoplanqz
ai.r-’oooled.
engine

2. Same

3, Same

4. n-5, single
engine biplane
Wz.te??-cool(?d
engine

$
‘t

Single-engine
bi~lane

f. same

7. Same

8. Four-engine
tiOnOplane,
water-cooled
engine

g ? Two–engine
monoplane,
water-cooled
engine’

..— ——.-—z

Propeller data

Three-blade,
metal

D= 2*95

v = 7~,8°

same
v = 17,8°

‘wo-bl?.de , metal
D ? 2.8

v v 27,90

‘wo.-blade, wood
D = 3,3
q = 150

won-blade, metal
P = 3.1
(Q= 25*5O

~ame; T = 21.50

Three-blade
metal
D = 2.8

= 30.2°v.

Two-blade wood
~ = 3,$

W=
~Ko ,

Two-blade, wood
D =3.1
~~ = 21*z0

10, Y–2, trainer bi- Two-blade, WOOI
plane with air– D = 2.4
cooled engine f+ = 16Y70

11. Single–place Two—bl~de ,
monoplane w’ith metal
~ir-cooled engine D = 2,9 ‘

.——

—.-— ,.—,_. .—
Blade
;ectioa
.—-— ——
:lark-Y

:lark-Y

(edified
RAF-6

Ri~F-6

RAF--6

RAF-6

RAF-F

RAF-F

RAF-6

~y.~-~

RAF–6

,.—.—

h
..——
0, 07

● 07

.07

,08

, 015

, Olfi

, 02

.1

,7’

, 06

*

~ 08

——! . ,., . . . . . .—— .
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‘Table Ir

r%-i—
1

2
3
4
.5
6
7

—

-4HI H2.—
23

1450 1250

1450 1256
1450 1250
1350 1150

1400 1200

1350 1150

1300 1100

dH dt Tm

—.-

Hm

—

--1-P T~+

10 11

I

643,6279,0
643,6279,0

643,6 279,0

651,5 279.7

647,5 279,4

651,5 279,7

655,5 230,0

A“

-iii-

V “Ins

_ii-

Vi’

4—

30

30

30

w

30

30
30

5’

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

I

61718
1 I

9

1380
13m
1330
1280
1330

1280

1230

I

15

,84,6

92,8

102,3

112,9

121,9

129,9

133,6

k

29

0,824
0,824

0,824
0,834

0,829

0,334

0,839

m 69,6 296
200 63,1 296

200 52,7 296

200 43,6 296
200 36,0 296
200 30,7 296

200 25,8 296

3,05
3,37
0,04
4,85
5,89
6,9o
8,20

72,5
81,5
92
104
114
123

133

‘cor

28

Iii

—

—

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

—
M

—

—

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

AVi vi,
. —
16 17

2 86,6

2 94,8
2 104,3

2 114,9

2 123,9

2 131,8

2 1406

CY C’x

--z---z-.—

I0,699 0,0310

0,580 0,0678

0,475 0,0606

0,389 0,0546

0,332 ,0523

0,291 0,0509

0,253 0,0496

V+r sin 0 e“ ‘ Cos 0
. — _.— —

18 19 20121

95,6 O*I15 6,60 0.993

104,4 0,116 6,66 0,993

114,9 0,1263 7,25 0,992

125,8 0,1388 8,00 0,990

136,1 0,1558 8,97 0,988

144,3 0,1720 9,90 0,985

153,4 0,1925 11,1 0,981

G G sin I

z- 7x-

845 97,2
840 97,5

835 105,5

830 115,3
825 128,6

820 141,1

815 157,0

n

24

839

834

82X

822

815

808

800

27

w
710

780

850

920

lCKIO

1075

620
700

770

860

940

1000

1090

1,07

1,035

1,035
1,016

1,005

1,002

D,977

I

h

30.—

1,009

0,976
0,976

0,958

0,948

0,946

0,921

—
I

— —

tgpo

31

Po Aa a. as
—. —

32133 34 35—
Ill

k? Acx

F 37.—

T“

40

—0,6
— 2,7

— 4,4

— 6,6
— 8,1

—10,15

—11,0

a“ I-1

39

m
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Figure 1.. Vector diagram for propeller blade at zero thrust.
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Figure 2.- Thrust coefficients of propellers of Northrup airplanes,
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Figure p,- Correction curve,
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